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Taken Off the Air
Note to Members: As of 24 November 2017, all shares in TEN were transferred to CBS International
Television Australia for A$209.7 million in consideration following TEN's trading halt and subsequent
administration.
As contrarian investors, we have picked our fair share of turnaround stories over the years, many of which
have met with success. This has certainly not been the case with Ten Network Holdings, with the company
continuing to be hampered in recent years by increasing programming costs amidst an unfavourable
advertising environment due to the rise of Google and Facebook as well as online streaming. In the end this
was too large a cross to bear financially.
Having gone through the financial wringer the company’s largest supporters called it quits. This then led to an
acquisition by a bigger network with the shares subsequently delisted. We accept that Ten Network has been
a thoroughly disappointing recommendation, and we are now moving on from the stock and ceasing
coverage.
A Forensic Autopsy: Tracing the steps
Initially, back in 2014 (FAT-AUS-676), we saw that the company, much like the rest of the media industry in
Australia (and globally), faced structural headwinds from an increasingly fragmented advertising market,
thanks to the rise of digital advertisers like Google and Facebook.
This was also worsened by the fact that advertiser bookings were increasingly short term oriented making it
harder for networks to lock in better deals. This made it difficult for networks to deliver decent returns on
capital and to reinvest profits for better shows and infrastructure.
This wasn’t a real issue for Ten Network since it has always punched above its weight with a low cost, high
profit model and benefitted from having a larger share of the market (>20%). The company at the time
also saw the nadir of the advertising cycle and just passed its low point in earnings, highlighting what at the
time seemed a compelling cyclical turnaround case.
In light of that background, we also saw potential for the company as an acquisition target as at the time (in
2014), the media industry was back on the up and saw an increase in Merger & Acquisition (M&A) activity.
There were also increasing talks in the grapevine of a major US network looking to explore ‘options’ which
extended beyond programming deals. Britain’s ITV was also said to have been in talks about a ‘strategic
investment’.
As such, these factors led to our High Risk Buy recommendation.

However, befitting its High Risk rating, the journey to the present was fractious to say the least. A worsening
broader advertising market, with more and more advertising dollars running to digital, caused networks to
seek quite expensive solutions to counter the digital threat and bring back ratings.
We understood fully that TV companies live or die on their ratings and we believed that Ten had what it took
to turn things around. One of Ten Network’s solutions was to get licenses for new shows from big US TV
networks. There have been quite a few successes with “The Bachelor’ and “I'm A Celebrity Get Me Out of
Here!” however there were shows that flopped as well such as the heavily promoted “Biggest Loser”.
The issues didn’t end there as some output contracts with Fox and CBS for shows like “Homeland” and
“Madam Secretary” didn’t deliver the ratings needed to drag in advertisers and ended up as loss makers. The
company’s last publicly released financial report showcases the impact of these with significantly high
Television Expenses exceeding Revenues brought in:
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However, there was a light at the end of the tunnel with prospects of a Media Reform being increasingly
likely. Historically, old media regulations from the early 90s allowed media companies to own just one form
of media (TV, newspapers, radio) in the same market which led to Rupert Murdoch taking control of over
70% of the newspaper market.
At the time, the likelihood of a Media Reform was becoming increasingly apparent as calls for a more level
playing field in Australia were resounding. This, in our view, was a significant catalyst to support the inherent
value in the stock.
The only clincher was for the company to buy enough time to realise its valuation. This would need enough
financial backing, which at the time, the company did have that in the form of a $250 million guarantee from
billionaire shareholders Lachlan Murdoch, Bruce Gordon and James Packer.
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However, the $232.2 million net loss sustained by Ten in the 1H17 ultimately resulted in its financial backers
pulling the plug. The company then had no choice but to move into voluntary administration in 14 June 2017
(FAT-AUS-827) and has since been suspended from official quotation.
The company provided commentary in a filing noting that “this decision follows correspondence received from
Illyria and Birketu over the weekend which left the directors with no choice but to appoint administrators.”
Despite the end of its time as a listed entity, we didn’t believe it was the end of the road for the company
considering its inherent value, even in the context of recent structural changes within the broader media
landscape (i.e. the proliferation of online and digital media that has resulted in a marked fragmentation of
media content and with it media advertising).
Another supporting factor was that, despite withdrawal of its guaranteed loan, the two key shareholders (i.e.
Lachlan Murdoch [Illyria] and Bruce Gordon [Birketu], who collectively owned 22.7% percent of the shares at
the time) announced their intention to aid in recapitalising and restructuring the business.
This was followed with a positive titbit in late August was an announcement by the Australian Competition
and Consumer Commission would not oppose an acquisition by the large shareholders, Birketu and Illyria.
However, in 28 August 2017, Murdoch and Gordon’s rescue bid were ultimately rejected by creditors in a
vote as CBS swooped in when it guaranteed funding of circa A$142.7 million to refinance the loans. This also
included a A$30 million working capital facility.
This act led to a binding agreement to purchase Ten Network to bring it into the CBS fold and in 16
November 2017, CBS completed the acquisition of Ten Network for A$209.7 million. This was after the NSW
Supreme Court gave the deal the green light.
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For shareholders who have been left stranded, the outcome though has not been a happy one, with
unsurprising opposition to the deal, and murmurings of a class action. The level of debt present underpinned
the high risk nature of this recommendation, and ultimately the decision by the company backers to call time
sealed Ten’s fate.

Summary
As contrarian investors, we have picked our fair share of turnaround stories over the years, many of which
have met with success. This has certainly not been the case with Ten Network Holdings, with the company
continuing to be hampered in recent years by increasing programming costs amidst an unfavourable
advertising environment due to the rise of Google and Facebook as well as online streaming. In the end this
was too large a cross to bear financially.
Having gone through the financial wringer the company’s largest supporters called it quits. This then led to an
acquisition by a bigger network with the shares subsequently delisted. We accept that Ten Network has been
a thoroughly disappointing recommendation, and we are now moving on from the stock. We will no longer
be covering TEN or its reincarnation under CBS going forward.
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Snapshot TEN
Ten Network Holdings

Ten Network Holdings Limited operates commercial television stations through five capital cities in Australia know as the Ten
Network. The Company broadcasts and produces television shows, movies, news and sporting events. The Company also
provides outdoor advertising services.
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